Texas Tech Graduate School External Fellowship Opportunities

External fellowships for graduate and postdoctoral studies are available from many organizations outside Texas Tech University, including state and federal agencies, private foundations, non-profit groups, and international organizations. A variety of support is offered, from one-time awards to multi-year support for living expenses, educational fees, conference travel and/or research for beginning to advanced graduate student and postdoctoral levels. In addition to helping fund your education, external grants and fellowships are a great academic honor and help distinguish your academic scholarship.

The Fellowship Office will help you find and apply for fellowship opportunities to meet your needs. Browse our listings or links to other search engines to help find available fellowship and grant opportunities.

The Fellowship Office is responsible for the review and approval of applications to external agencies, government institutions, private foundations, etc., submitted by graduate students and postdoctoral scholars who are listed as the principal applicant. In addition, the Graduate School serves as the institutional official for applications when the primary benefactor is the graduate student/postdoc. For example: NSF DDRIG, NSF DDIG.

The Graduate Fellowship Office is available to assist students with the preparation of their applications. Please contact Dr. Darryl James (Darryl.James@ttu.edu). As a reminder, all fellowship applications must be submitted through the Graduate Fellowship Office (http://www.depts.ttu.edu/gradschool/funding/external_fellowships.php)